Abstract-Occupancy grid mapping approaches, especially those that additionally estimate the dynamics, enable a robust and consistent modeling of the local environment in a cell-level representation. But a scene understanding of surrounding traffic participants requires a generalized object-level representation. This work presents an object tracking approach based on dynamic occupancy grids. The association of occupied grid cells with existing object tracks is solved individually on the cell-level without clustering or forming object hypotheses. New object tracks are extracted using a clustering strategy and a velocity variance analysis of neighboring occupied cells to reduce false positives. In order to improve the estimates of the position and size, an object boundary extraction is presented that takes the surrounding free space of the selected box representation into account. Experimental results with real sensor data show the effectiveness of the proposed object tracking approach in challenging urban scenarios with dense traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating the dynamic environment by processing measurement data of multiple heterogeneous sensors is an essential part of autonomous driving. Object tracking has been a research topic for decades, but, since the scenarios to be mastered are becoming more complex and the requirements of the accuracy are rising, it remains a challenge. In addition to high-level fusion approaches of sensor-individual object tracking algorithms, grid-based methods are becoming more popular for modeling the local environment. Occupancy grid mapping [1] has been successfully adapted to deal with dynamic environments [2] - [5] , typically referred to as dynamic occupancy grids. As a result, a consistent model of the environment in a grid representation including static and dynamic obstacles as well as free space is generated. Due to the spatial cell discretization and assumed independence of grid cells, no specific geometrical object models or associations are required.
A scene understanding of surrounding traffic participants requires a generalized spatial representation of objects. Based on a dynamic occupancy grid, the key challenges to obtain a robust tracking on the object-level are the determination of the set of measured occupied grid cells that describe one physical object and the correct association of these cells to the same object track over time.
Vu et al. [6] , [7] classify sensor measurements as dynamic by considering inconsistencies of the local occupancy grid. Object hypotheses using a box model are formed by clustering dynamic measurements with a defined maximum S. Steyer and G. Tanzmeister are with BMW Group, Munich, Germany. E-mail: sascha.steyer@bmw.de , georg.tanzmeister@bmw.de D. Wollherr is with the Institute of Automatic Control Engineering (LSR), Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany. E-mail: dw@tum.de distance. Object tracks are filtered using multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT), considering the m-best association hypotheses of the object hypotheses and tracks. Object hypotheses are extracted similarly in [8] and associated to the tracks using global nearest neighbor (GNN). In addition, the object tracking and the occupancy grid mapping are linked to improve each other by extending the object states by a list of associated and accumulated grid cells. In [9] cell clusters are extracted from dynamic grid cells using density-based clustering. Object tracking is performed using particle filters. Each particle consists, among others, of a set of clustered cells that allow free form object models. The object tracks are associated to the extracted clusters using joint probability data association (JPDA).
More generally, the problem of extended object tracking [10] is often solved by selecting features, forming object hypotheses, and performing the association on the objectlevel. But the information processing of the measurements before the association with the existing object tracks is performed can be critical in dense urban scenarios. For example, the preselection of dynamic cells would cause to lose track of moving vehicles that temporarily stop at traffic lights as their velocities get zero and they would be classified as static. Likewise, a cell clustering may not be able to distinguish multiple objects close to each other with similar velocities without previous knowledge. Conversely, a single object that is partly occluded may result in multiple clusters. The transformation to a geometrical model, like an oriented rectangle box, may also be critical, e. g., the orientation estimation in terms of the direction of Cartesian velocities is unreliable for slow objects, which directly affects the estimates of the length and width. Moreover, it may be beneficial to differ whether an object hypothesis or measurement is expected due to an already tracked object or if that hypothesis would form a new track to reduce false positives.
In a different way, Mekhnacha et al. [11] use information of predicted object tracks as a feedback to define regions of interest on the cell-level, but their main goal is a more efficient clustering and association. Each region of interest is used to restrict possible starting points of a clustering process on the cell-level, implying an association of the clustered cells to the corresponding track. An additional re-clustering strategy using k-means clustering is proposed since the clustering may still result in ambiguous associations.
In this work, the association of occupied cells and object tracks is solved on the cell-level to overcome the described problems of forming object hypotheses. In contrast to [11] , the association is performed for each individual cell without clustering, hence, ambiguous associations are handled implicitly. New object tracks are formed by a clustering strategy that combines a density-based clustering of dynamic grid cells and a velocity consistency analysis of neighboring occupied cells to reduce false positives. The geometry of an object track is modeled by an oriented box as a bounding box is a suitable conservative approximation of dynamic objects. The measured free space evidence adjacent to each object box is taken into account in addition to the associated occupied grid cells. This allows for a better estimation of the size, the reference position, and the occupancy probability of a track on the cell-level.
The paper is structured as follows: A short overview of the used evidential dynamic occupancy grid and the proposed derivation of object tracks are given in Section II. Section III focuses on the cell-to-track association including a clustering strategy for potential new object tracks. A description of the object state filtering and the feedback of the object tracks to the cell-level for performing the association are given in Section IV. Results are presented in Section V and a conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. OVERVIEW OF GRID-BASED OBJECT TRACKING
In this section a definition of the used evidential dynamic occupancy grid representation and a brief overview of the proposed derivation of filtered object tracks are given.
A. Evidential Dynamic Occupancy Grid
A dynamic occupancy grid denotes an extension of the classical occupancy grid mapping [1] towards dynamic environments. In an evidential occupancy grid, based on the Dempster-Shafer theory [12] , [13] , the Bayesian occupancy probability p(O) of each grid cell is generalized to an occupancy belief bel(O) ≤ p(O) and a free space belief bel(F ) ≤ 1 − p(O). There are many approaches for both dynamic and evidential occupancy grids -the following definition refers to the approach by Tanzmeister et al. [3] , [14] .
The frame of discernment Θ = {F, S, D} with the hypotheses free space {F }, statically occupied {S}, and dynamically occupied {D} is introduced in [3] . Since every element of the power set 2 Θ is considered in the Dempster-Shafer theory, the occupancy belief bel(O) = bel({S, D}) can be subdivided into basic belief masses m(·) for static m(S), dynamic m(D), and unclassified occupied m({S, D}):
The dynamic state of the occupied environment is estimated using a grid-based particle filter. Each particle has a continuous 2D position and velocity and can move freely in the entire grid. Input to the particle filter are scan grids, i. e., an evidential grid representation of fused sensor measurements. The particles allow a filtering of both the velocity and occupancy. But in our work, the particle filtering is only used to estimate velocities and subdivide the measured occupancy beliefs. The proposed object tracking uses the evidential dynamic occupancy grids as input measurements and assumes uncorrelated input data. Occupancy filtering is therefore omitted, instead, unaccumulated measured sensor data is used. The velocity estimation is assumed to be uncorrelated.
The following particle evidence derivation is a slight modification of [14] and [3] . The particle population X c located in a cell c ∈ G of the discrete grid structure G is divided into subsets of static X 
The dynamic mass m(D c ) is reduced by the standard deviation σ φ of the individual particle velocity orientations compared to a maximum σ max [14] . The velocity distribution of a cell c is extracted as a 2D Cartesian mean velocity vector
. In sum, the evidential dynamic occupancy grid forms for each grid cell c ∈ G a measurement Fig. 1a shows an example of the belief masses of an evidential dynamic occupancy grid.
B. Derivation of Spatial Object Tracks
Based on these evidential dynamic occupancy grids, the aim of this work is to develop a robust tracking on the object-level including a description of the spatial extent. This means estimating the object states s τ of each object track τ ∈ T , where the set T describes all detected objects of the current local environment. The problem of recursively updating the tracks by the cell measurements z c , assuming the tracks are already predicted to the measurement time stamp, is subdivided into two stages:
1) Cell-to-Track Association: First, the set of cell indices C τ ⊆ G that belong to each track τ have to be determined, i. e., the direct association of a set of measurement cells Z τ = {z c | c ∈ C τ } to a track τ , as shown in Fig. 1b . This also includes creating new object tracks with an initial cluster of measurement cells.
2) Object State Update: Secondly, the state s τ of each track τ has to be updated. Depending on the appropriate object model representation, i. e., the selected state space, the set of measurement cells Z τ has to be mapped to a corresponding measurement vector. Fig. 1c illustrates filtered object tracks using a box model representation.
These two steps are discussed separately in the following two sections.
III. CELL-TO-TRACK ASSOCIATION
The association of cell measurements z c with individual object tracks τ can be performed on different levels of abstraction, in particular on the object-level or the cell-level, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The association on the object-level requires extracting object hypotheses from the cell measurements. As shown in the bottom path of Fig. 2 , this in turn typically requires an extraction of dynamically occupied cells, a clustering, and a transformation to the selected object representation. But these information processing steps may fail in urban environments with dense traffic, occlusion, or stopping objects, as indicated in the introduction.
In contrast, the association on the cell-level is performed for each individual cell measurement. This way, the drawbacks of forming object hypotheses for the association are omitted. In this work, this is achieved by an inverse transformation of the spatial object tracks to the cell-level representation. Alternatively, a direct distance criterion between a measurement cell and a track can be defined. However, this merely changes the calculation order of analyzing each cell determined to be occupied and checking if any track is a possible source of this measurement, i. e., whether a cell is inside the gating area of a track.
In this section, the proposed association of measurement cells to existing object tracks, i. e., already tracked objects, and a clustering strategy to form new tracks are presented.
A. Association of Cells to Existing Object Tracks
We associate individual cell measurements directly to existing tracks by a feedback of these spatial object tracks on the cell-level. This basic idea is similar to [11] , but our approach associates each individual cell to a track without clustering. An association probability α(z c , τ) of a cell measurement z c and a track τ is calculated which considers the object pose and size as well as the difference in velocity. These are discussed separately in the following subsections. Finally, a cell is associated with at most one track by evaluating the maximum association probability. Hence, in contrast to [11] , no additional re-clustering strategy for ambiguous associations is required. 
1) Cell Occupancy Probabilities of a Track:
First, each spatial object track is transformed to the cell-level representation. This yields an occupancy association probability α o (c, τ ) of a cell c and a track τ , that is the probability that c is occupied by τ , similarly described as a track cover probability in [15] . The probability α o is an approximation of the occupancy probability p(O c |s τ ) given the object state s τ at the measurement time stamp, i. e., the occupancy measurement likelihood.
In sum, cells that can be occupied by the tracked objects regarding their poses and geometrical dimensions are extracted. This allows tracking of stopping objects without considering all occupied measurement cells of the grid. Since the source of an occupied cell may be ambiguous due to multiple objects close to each other or clutter measurements, the corresponding association probability to each possible track is calculated.
Note that α o (c, τ ) does not depend on the cell measurement z c , but only on the modeled transformation of the selected object-level representation to the position of the cell c. For example, this can be the occupancy probability of an object local grid map representation [16] , a probabilistic model of the pose and geometrical shape, or, in the simplest case, a binary validation gate of the track. A derivation of α o (c, τ ) for an oriented box model is described in Section IV-C.
2) Velocity Difference of Cell and Track: Next, an association probability α v (z c , τ) regarding the velocities of z c and τ is calculated. The similarity of the measured cell velocity v c and estimated track velocity v τ is analyzed by an unnormalized Gaussian distribution
with mean v τ and the covariance matrix Σ τ,v of the object state s τ evaluated at v c .
3) Joint Association Probability:
The association probability α(z c , τ), considering both the occupancy probability of c by τ and the velocity difference, is combined to
An additional weighting coefficient λ v ∈ [0, 1] is introduced, which is a design parameter that regulates the impact of the velocity association probability α v to the total association probability α. In that way, incorrect velocity estimates or measurements can be handled, i. e., when an occupied cell must be of that track as to the spatial extent and small prediction time since the last measurement. Only the maximum association probability α(z c , τ * ) of z c to the best fitting track
is considered, meaning that a nearest neighbor approach for each individual cell is performed. To finally associate z c to τ * , the association probability has to fulfill the inequation
with a minimum required association probability α min . The minimum required measurement occupancy belief and minimum required association probability depend on each other, so that a lower association probability requires a higher certainty that a cell is occupied in order to be extracted and vice versa. In sum, the set Z τ = {z c | c ∈ C τ } with
is associated to τ . However, only cells that fulfill
are able to be associated and are considered.
B. Cell Clustering of Potential New Object Tracks
The unassociated measurement cells of the remaining grid set (12) have to be analyzed for potential new object tracks. The proposed approach is divided into four steps: An extraction of dynamic cells, two consecutive cell clustering steps, and finally a velocity analysis to decide whether a cluster forms a valid new track or not.
1) Extraction of Dynamic Cells: Only measurement cells of G where the measured dynamic occupancy mass m(D c )
is above a defined minimum threshold m D,min are extracted, i. e., the set {z c |c ∈ G D } with
As the evidence derivation of m(D) in turn depends on a defined velocity threshold, new objects are only extracted when they are moving with a velocity above that threshold.
2) Clustering of Dynamic Cells:
Cell clusters C k ⊆ G D , where each index k describes a potential new object, of the extracted dynamic cells are formed using a density-based clustering. In this work, the DBSCAN algorithm [17] is used with the ε-neighborhood
of a cell c. It describes the set of cells c that are neighbors to the cell c regarding a defined ε-distance which is divided into three conditions here. In addition to a maximum position distance ε d of the 2D cell centers x c ∈ R 2 and a maximum velocity difference ε v , the sum of the in-between free space evidence masses m (F ) is taken into account, where D(c, c ) defines the set of in-between cells of c and c . A simple and conservative choice for D is the rectangular area between two cells, which can be implemented as a summed area table [18] . Alternatively, cells of the connected line can be extracted by Bresenham's line algorithm [19] . By considering the available in-between free space and the estimated velocities, objects close to each other can be better separated in comparison to a direct clustering of sensor measurement data. Further ε d can be enlarged if measurements occur on different parts of one object.
3) Consideration of Neighboring Occupied Cells: Occupied grid cells next to the density-based dynamic clusters C k are also considered, because the cell velocities and thus the dynamic masses of the evidential dynamic occupancy grid may be incorrect. For example, straight guardrails are prone for incorrect velocity estimations on a cell-level, especially when parts are dynamically occluded. However, apart from boundary regions of newly detected occupancy, the evidential dynamic occupancy grid still converges correctly, as shown in Fig. 3a . This behavior is used to reduce false positives of the dynamic clusters C k .
As to that, each C k is expanded to a cluster C + k ⊇ C k by iteratively adding all neighboring unassociated and unclustered occupied cells in a seeded region growing [20] with C k as the starting seed points, cf. Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c . The maximum number of iterations can be limited in terms of efficient implementation, since the main motivation is to reduce false positives. The connectivity criterion is defined as the 8-connected neighborhood with a defined minimum occupancy belief bel min (O). Velocity differences are ignored in this connectivity-based clustering. Instead, the velocity variance of the new cluster is analyzed.
4) Velocity Variance Analysis:
If any cell has been added to the initial cluster (C + k = C k ), the velocity variance 
is calculated. Note thatv k is formed only by using the cells of C k , since the variance is related to the initial dynamic cluster. Valid clusters that form new tracks have to fulfill the condition σ
Alternatively, an initial existence probability could be derived from the velocity variance.
In sum, new tracks are extracted, when there are dense clusters of unassociated dynamic occupied cells with similar velocities. Furthermore, these clusters must not be directly next to static obstacles with a large velocity variance, assuming that the grid resolution and measurement certainty is generally high enough to model gaps between occupied cells of different sources. However, this does not affect already tracked objects, as the association of measurement cells is handled without forming cell clusters.
IV. OBJECT TRACKING USING A BOX MODEL
This section gives details about the object state model and describes the object state update process given the set of associated cell measurements. Furthermore, the transformation of a track to the cell-level representation as required by the proposed cell-to-track association is explained. and uncertainty of the position, evaluated at dx c . In addition, the analyzed object boundaries b are taken into account to achieve a more accurate measurement likelihood of the currently observable object edges. This results in a Gaussian mixture of the distances to the center and the extracted boundaries, weighted by κ c and κ b respectively:
The impact of a boundary b is scaled by a defined variance σ 2 b . Each boundary is weighted by the estimated boundary belief bel(b). Here, a moving average of the boundary beliefs bel(b) of the last n measurements is used, since the sensors that contributed to the currently fused measured free space belief m(F ) may be not consistently.
Finally, the occupancy association probability is given by
while αỹ o is calculated along theỹ-axis equivalently to αx o . Fig. 4b exemplarily shows occupancy association probabilities of three objects predicted to the measurement time stamp as used in the scenario of Fig. 1 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed grid-based object tracking approach was tested with real sensor data of a test vehicle in various urban and highway scenarios. The test vehicle was equipped with four multi-layer laser scanners, one at each side of the vehicle, and four short range radar sensors, one at each corner. The implementation, including the calculation of the dynamic evidential occupancy grid, is primarily based on parallel GPU computing and processes the fused sensor data with an input rate of about 25 Hz in real time on a medium development computer. The cell size of the grid was set to 0.2 m× 0.2 m. In the following, the successful application of the proposed approach is illustrated qualitatively by means of two different challenging urban traffic scenarios.
The first analyzed scenario is shown in Fig. 5 where the focus lies on two cyclists that are approaching very close to each other until the measured occupied grid cells are directly adjacent. Consequently, a clustering on the cell-level cannot distinguish the two objects, neither by the position nor the velocity, without using prior knowledge of the objects. The approach, however, successfully associates the individual cell measurements to the corresponding cyclists. Thus, the proposed association allows to individually keep track of closely spaced objects when they were previously extracted as separate objects.
Another challenging scenario is shown in Fig. 6 . In this scene, the ego vehicle tries to turn left, stops at an intersection, and waits for the oncoming traffic to pass. A vehicle following the ego vehicle also has to stop. This urban traffic situation involves many different challenges, including:
• Stop-and-go traffic for almost all vehicles, resulting in multiple evidence derivation changes of static and dynamic evidence masses as well as a mixture of both.
• Slow and stopped vehicles that do not allow an orientation estimation given 2D Cartesian cell velocities.
• Partly occluded objects due to a restricted sensor field of view, resulting in large gaps of the occupied cells belonging to one object or varying minimum bounding box estimates. The proposed association on the cell-level considers both statically and dynamically occupied cells. Larger gaps between occupied cells of one object do not have a negative effect because no cell clustering is performed for tracked objects. Thus, it is kept track of all objects without losing stopped vehicles or splitting partly occluded objects, cf. Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c . The object size is estimated robustly, since the orientation is updated separately with regard to the velocity magnitude and, moreover, the adjacent free space evidences are taken into account.
VI. CONCLUSION
Evidential dynamic occupancy grids provide a robust sensor data fusion and dynamic estimation on the cell-level. This paper has presented a novel object tracking approach based on that grid representation. Occupied grid cells are associated individually to object tracks using a feedback of these tracks to the cell-level representation. In contrast to an association on the object-level, no clustering or object hypothesis forming is required for already tracked objects. Results with real sensor data have shown that this approach is able to keep track of objects that may be close to each other, be partly occluded, or consist of occupied grid cells classified as static. The free space information modeled in the occupancy grid is taken into account to improve the estimation of the position and size of each object. The robustness of the extraction of new objects depends on the accuracy of the velocity estimation and thus the static/dynamic classification on the cell-level. However, false positives have been significantly reduced using a combination of a density-and a connectivity-based clustering with a velocity variance analysis of adjacent occupied cells. Future work will focus on improving the dynamic estimation on the cell-level, combining the object tracking approach with the underlying grid-based particle filter tracking, and a quantitative evaluation.
